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Details of Visit:

Author: purpleprurience
Location 2: Park Plaza Hotel
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 24 Feb 2013 22.00
Duration of Visit: 1 hour.
Amount Paid: 200
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://kinkyvixencleo.escortwebsite.com/
Phone: 07704287088
Phone: 07946565130

The Premises:

Outcall to the Park Plaza Hotel in Leeds. Slap bang next to the train station. Reasonably priced
executive room, perhaps due bit of a refurbishment, but with rather swish views over the city.

The Lady:

Cleo is short and curvy, with lovely pert breasts, nice big hips and bum, as well as fabulous taste in
vintage-style lingerie and stockings which gives rather of a "real life Betty Boop" vibe. Kate is a cute
and sexy bespectacled blonde possessing an outrageous figure with boobs, hips, bum and thighs to
die for.

The Story:

Decided on a threesome as this year's Birthday "cross something off my sexual bucket list" treat
and happened to be staying in Leeds for other reasons on this Sunday night. Cleo and Kate had
both been on my Leeds Hot List for ages, and as they work together it seemed natural (fate, even)
to book them as a pair. Emailed Cleo back and forth a fair bit before our date so felt like I knew her
a bit already. Kate meanwhile was much more of a mystery.

Was a little worried about how a threesome would go, I'll be honest. How would it work? Would I
know what to do? Would it be really awkward? Would having two girls to enjoy and to pleasure
simply be a bewildering and overwhelming experience? Like having to eat a main course and a
dessert at the same time?

I needn't have worried in the slightest. Both ladies have confidence to spare for even the most
nervous of clients I imagine (and I can be pretty trepidatious at the start of a meeting), seemingly
advocates of the "snog him as soon as you get through the door" school of thought when it comes
to breaking the ice. Works for me.

What followed was an intense whirlwind of sordid, sexy fun. The two of them are both incredibly
sexual, genuinely horny, are clearly good friends and obviously enjoy this (and each other). Cleo is
the more dominant of the two (well, three including myself), and tended to "direct" proceedings at
times, which resulted in an incredible encounter with barely a single pause or awkward moment.
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Seeing and feeling both girls licking and sucking my cock and balls and kissing each other being a
particular highlight, both being fabulous at sucking cock it has to be said, exactly how I like it
anyway. After what must have been a solid forty-five minutes of non-stop (relentless might be the
word) kissing and touching and licking and sucking and caressing and even a little spanking, I finally
exploded in Cleo's mouth whilst simultaneously snogging and fingering Kate to climax. One of the
most intense orgasms, and overall experiences, of my life.

I often meet escorts I'd happily see again, only I like the buzz of seeing new girls too much. In both
Cleo and Kate's case I really hope I do, either one-on-one or as a pair again. Cannot recommend
them highly enough, and as a duo they are simply a proposition too fantastic to miss.
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